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Figure 1: The design prototype of ORD-Xplore shows how digital librarians will be enabled to explore connections between heterogeneous
digital editions (collections of multiple digitized research artifacts). The four tasks include gaining an overview of connectivity across editions
(T1), comparing connectivity between two editions (T2), analyzing details of an edition (T3), and analyzing modalities of the editions (T4).

Abstract
We present ORD-Xplore, an approach to bridge gaps between digital editions, which represent valuable collections of multiple
digitized research artifacts. However, digital editions often co-exist isolated, making it difficult for researchers to access, find,
and re-use open research data from multiple digital editions. An ultimate goal is to unify library services across editions,
even for editions with heterogeneity. In ORD-Xplore, we utilize abstraction methods from visualization research to help digital
librarians identify unifying data modalities, as one important step towards standardization of heterogeneous digital editions.

CCS Concepts
• Human-centered computing → Information visualization; Visualization application domains;

1. Introduction

Open Research Data (ORD) promotes the access and re-use of re-
search data, providing transparency, knowledge sharing, and repro-
ducibility of results [Sza12]. Today, a plethora of digital collec-
tions already exist, often used as platforms for research [HD22].
While aiming at meeting the FAIR principles (finding, accessing,
interoperability, and reusing of research data), ORD practices of
digital editions have different levels of ORD-readiness. Beyond
stand-alone search support, not necessarily every edition adheres
to (meta)data standards that would allow for the systematic unifica-
tion through overarching digital library services [BBK∗18]. Major
challenges remain, in issues of interoperability, reuse, and long-
term archiving [PT10]. To sum, the literature highlights the high
degree of manual effort required from librarians and involved stake-
holders, for data curation and standardization [WDA∗16, DS20].

With ORD-Xplore, our goal is to enable digital librarians to vi-
sually identify structural connections between digital editions, to
enable unified access, enhance FAIR principles, and allow long
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term usage. Abstractions [Mun09, SMM12] of edition domains,
users, and edition data will reveal commonalities and differences
across editions. This can provide a basis for deriving requirements,
guidelines, and methods that better support the standardization and
unification of digital editions. Our line of approach is to identify
modalities, referring to abstract structural characteristics in edition
data, recurring across multiple editions. We investigate, explore,
and evaluate a comprehensive corpus of 14 digital editions, co-
ordinated by the University of Zurich Center for Digital Editions
(ZDE). Each digital edition holds a collection of multiple research
artifacts, as core applications of digital humanities [JKR17]. The
digital editions from ZDE vary in size ranging from a few to al-
most ten thousand documents, covering domains such as history,
philology, law, and literature. In this poster, we share our abstrac-
tion process, including details and challenges of editions in the dig-
ital humanities, the primary stakeholder group, promising modali-
ties for unification, an iteratively designed visualization prototype,
and a discussion on workshop results conducted with 22 digital li-
brarians and other domain experts.
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2. Approach

2.1. Related Work and Problem Statement

The visualization community has seen pioneer works provid-
ing digital library support, e.g., in the context of digital hu-
manities [SFC∗15, EAGJ∗16, BJP∗19, BEAC∗18], cultural her-
itage [ALC22,SZMV∗15], multimedia databases [KKS∗07], or sci-
entific research data [SBS11, BRS∗12a, BDF∗15]. So far, most so-
lutions supported the within-edition comparison [SFC∗15, Mor05,
CSV∗16, BJP∗19, ALC22], with a strong focus on text docu-
ments [LWC∗19], e.g., for single text analysis, parallel text ver-
sion analysis [BJP∗19, JJW17, PMRM23], and within-corpus anal-
ysis [BGHE10, ALC20]. However, for the overarching challenge
of unifying multiple editions of heterogeneous document types,
fewer solutions exist [BBK∗18], particularly from visualization re-
search. Inspiration comes from approaches bridging gaps between
two modalities, such as spatio-temporal analysis [AA06, AA13],
time and metadata [BRS∗12b, BRS∗12a, ZS16], types of music
documents [DFT∗12], text and charts [LZK∗22], or medical imag-
ing and patient histories [BBJ∗17]. In the context of digital edi-
tions, many corpora are curated according to the TEI-XML guide-
lines [FTM16]; a standard for the document annotation used in the
digital humanities. ORD-Xplore will help in the unification process
across editions, through abstractions of TEI-XML information.

2.2. User Characterization

The primary user group of ORD-Xplore is digital librarians who are
tasked to organize, evaluate, and coordinate digital editions. Due
to the high heterogeneity of editions, librarians often lack detailed
knowledge that would help in the unification process.

2.3. Data Characterization

Modalities: We introduce a set of three modalities that re-occur in
multiple editions, which can be derived from their TEI-XML data,
as Figure 2 shows.

• Text: Refers to the (possible) textual nature of documents of an
edition. We subdivide the text modality into a non-exhaustive list
of types Letter, Handwritten, Critical editions, etc., to ease the
identification of unifying aspects of documents across editions.

• Temporal: Describes the time-orientation of digital documents,
if existing. Time will serve as an external primary key to align
documents, even across editions

• Spatial: Describes edition documents according to their geo-
graphical alignment, if applicable. Enables the analysis of lo-
cations and spatial relationships across editions

2.4. Task Abstraction and Design Prototype

For the goal to support across-edition exploration, we draw four
analysis tasks for digital librarians.

• (T1) Connectivity Overview: explore by which modalities dig-
ital editions have unifiable structures with little curation effort

• (T2) Pairwise edition comparison: compare multiple modali-
ties and unification possibilities between two digital editions

• (T3) Edition details: analyze details of multiple modalities for
a single digital edition in focus, at the granularity of documents

• (T4) Modality Exploration: explore a single modality across
digital editions, for abstracted modalities (Text, Time, Spatial)

We present a design sketch of the prototype that will support
all four tasks, shown in Figure 1. Collection Connectivity (T1)

Figure 2: Analysis of the heterogeneous use of tags and deriving
their modalities from the TEI-XML data across six digital editions

encodes digital editions as nodes and shared modalities as colored
edges. Also, spatial distance of editions in the graph is a strong
indicator for edition connectivity. In turn, this also enables the iden-
tification of outlying editions that lack connectivity through shared
modalities. The Similarity Comparison View (T2) uses colored bar
charts to indicate the coverage of shared modalities between two
editions, for all entailed documents. The Edition Detailed View
(T3) uses glyphs to encode the expression of modalities per doc-
ument and digital edition. The Temporal Comparison View (T4)
uses a heatmap with color saturation to indicate temporal align-
ments across editions. The Text View (T4) shows the presence of
different text categories in a heatmap with color saturation. In addi-
tion, the text aggregate computes the across-edition compatibility,
i.e., strong connections between editions. Finally, the Spatial View
(T4) encodes the geo-referenced locations across-digital editions.

3. Preliminary Results, Discussion, and Conclusion

3.1. Workshop with Experts and Outcomes

We presented the modality abstractions and design prototype of
ORD-Xplore to 22 digital librarians and other domain experts, us-
ing the 14 digital editions as the example case; predominantly with
positive responses. From the workshop, we take four findings away:
First, the majority of experts confirmed the need for edition unifica-
tion, as well as non-trivial identified challenges, both indicating that
our approach is taking the right track. Second, the experts strongly
agreed on the importance of the three abstracted modalities to con-
nect the dots between digital editions. Third, constructive discus-
sions offered room for yet other modalities that can be considered,
including Persons and Named Entities in general. Finally, some ex-
perts with more fine-grained data curation expertise reinforced that
not only across editions, but also within editions, standardization
is difficult. From a bottom-up perspective, editions often are het-
erogeneous and ambiguous in terms of tag usage, which calls for a
more fine-grained analysis at the granularity of tags in TEI-XML.

3.2. Conclusion and Critical Remarks

We presented ORD-Xplore, an approach aimed at bridging gaps
between heterogeneous digital editions through modality abstrac-
tions, to support digital librarians in the edition-unification process.
A limitation is that our high-level top-down perspective does not
consider the diverse types of data content within individual dig-
ital editions, but remains at a structural level. In addition to the
promising top-down approach, we plan to also investigate bottom-
up tag-based analysis, possibly augmented with content-based edi-
tion abstractions. Another possible extension of the scope could be
a stronger focus on data curators, as a second user group. By doing
so, we can help towards solving the gaps in metadata and ultimately
benefit unification efforts.
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